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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe our methods and submitted runs for the
TREC 2022 Conversational Assistance Track. In our participation,
we leverage Multi-Task Learning (MTL) methods to enhance the
performance of the conversational search system. For the main
task, we use our recently proposed monoQA model, which applies
Multi-Task Learning (MTL) on reranking and answer extraction by
sharing a single text generation model, predicts both the answer
and the reranking score simultaneously. For the mixed-initiative
sub-task, we propose T5MI, which is trained on the ClariQ dataset,
to determine whether a user utterance needs to ask clarifying ques-
tions, as well as to generate useful clarifying questions. This year,
we submitted three runs based on the data used in the testing step
consisting of 1) uogTr-MT: using the provided manually rewritten
utterances as the queries; 2) uogTr-AT: using the raw utterances and
the provided provenances as the context for rewriting the queries;
3) uogTr-MI-HB: using the raw utterances and the output from the
mixed-initiative sub-task as the context for rewriting the queries.

1 INTRODUCTION
CAsT 2022 is the fourth year of the Conversational Assistance Track
in TREC. The CAsT track tackles information retrieval tasks in a
conversational context. Similar to previous years, the canonical re-
sponses to each user’s utterance and explicit feedback are provided.
The main difference with last year’s setup is that a new sub-task
focusing on mixed-initiative has been added. For each turn in the
conversation, the system may give a response or ask a question.

In this work, to address the conversational search task of the Con-
versational Assistance track, we followed a multi-stage framework
consisting of a query rewriting, a query and document expansions, a
retriever, a reranker, and a reader, as illustrated in Figure 1. In partic-
ular, we leverage Multi-Task Learning (MTL) consisting of monoQA
(our recently proposed MTL model, which combines reranking and
answer extraction) [6] and T5MI (which applies MTL of clarification
need classification and clarifying question generation) to address
the conversational search task. Firstly, the query rewriting model
takes the raw user utterance and its context as an input sequence
and reformulates it into a fully specified query. Secondly, each doc-
ument is expanded before indexing and each query is expanded
before feeding it into the retriever. Thirdly, the retriever retrieves
the top 𝐾 relevant passages from the text collection based on a
query rewritten by the query rewriting model. The reranker and
the reader then respectively rerank and identify an answer in the
top 𝐾 passages.

The structure of the remainder of this paper is structured as fol-
lows: Section 2 discusses our multi-stage pipeline setup; Section 3

Figure 1: The overall architecture of our system.

describes our mixed-initiative method; Section 4 describes our sub-
mitted runs; Section 5 reports our results; Concluding remarks
follow in Section 6.

2 A MULTI-STAGE PIPELINE FOR A
CONVERSATIONAL SEARCH SYSTEM

In this section, we describe our multi-stage pipeline to address the
conversational search task as illustrated in Figure 1. In the following,
we describe each of these stages in detail.

2.1 T5 Query Rewriting Model
To deal with the ambiguity of conversational questions, we use a
T5 [17] query rewriting (T5QR) model, which has been fine-tuned
using the CANARD [3] conversational question rewriting dataset.
By doing this, we follow the CAsT baseline rewriting configuration
by using all historical utterances 𝑢1:𝑘−1 and all canonical response
passages 𝑟1:𝑘−1 as the context. For example, the specific user utter-
ance at turn 𝑘 (𝑢𝑘 ) can be reformulated as follows:

𝑢
′

𝑘
= 𝑇 5𝑄𝑅(𝑢1 | | |𝑟1 | | |...| | |𝑢𝑘−1 | | |𝑟𝑘−1 | | |𝑢𝑘 ) (1)

where 𝑢
′

𝑘
is the rewritten query, which corresponds to the raw

utterance 𝑢𝑘 and its context (𝑢1:𝑘−1; 𝑟1:𝑘−1). ’| | |’ is used to separate
tokens.

2.2 Query & Document Expansions
Query expansion: Following our participation in the TREC 2021
Deep Learning track [19], we use the Bo1 [2] query expansion
method to improve the rewritten queries for document retrieval.
Document expansion: Following doc2query [13], we employ doc-
ument expansion with predicted queries. In particular, for each
document in the three collections (MS MARCO V2, KILT, WaPo),
we add three predicted queries to the text of the document:

𝑑
′
= 𝑑 ⊕ (𝑞1 ⊕ 𝑞2 ⊕ 𝑞3) (2)
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Figure 2: The overall framework of our mixed-initiative sys-
tem.

where 𝑑 and 𝑑
′
are, respectively, the original document and the

expanded document that is obtained by appending the predicted
queries 𝑞1:3. We apply the docTTTTTquery [13] model to generate
a predicted query from each document.

2.3 Hybird of Sparse and Dense Retrieval
For passage retrieval, following our participation in the TREC 2021
Deep Learning track [19], we implement a hybrid of sparse and
dense retrieval model as shown in Figure 1. In the hybrid of sparse
and dense retrieval pipeline, we combine spare retrieval, namely
DPH with the Bo1 [2] query expansion mechanism on the inverted
index with TCT-ColBERT [8, 10] on the FAISS [4] index. In order
to create a hybrid of the sparse and dense retrieval models, we take
the union of the passages returned by the dense retrieval model and
those returned passages by the sparse retrieval model. The merged
passages are then reranked and the answer is extracted using the
monoQA model, which is described next.

2.4 monoQA: Reranker & Generative Reader
In our participation this year, we deploy our recently proposed
monoQA [6] MTL model, which is fine-tuned simultaneously for
both reranking (in order to improve the precision of the top re-
trieved passages) and extracting the answer on the OR-QuAC
dataset [16]. Our MTL-based monoQA model has been shown to
outperform several existing multi-stage pipeline systems, such as
the ORConvQA systems proposed by [7, 9, 15, 16] or the separate
applications of the monoT5 [12] and UnifiedQA [5] models. In par-
ticular, compared to the separate applications of the monoT5 and
UnifiedQA models for reranking and extracting the answer, our
MTL-based monoQA model is twice as fast for inference. This mo-
tivates our use of monoQA in our participation in the CAsT Track
this year.

3 MIXED-INITIATIVE SUB-TASK
In this section, we describe in detail our method and system imple-
mentation to address the mixed-initiative sub-task.

3.1 T5MI: Clarification Need Classification &
Clarifying Question Generation

The upper part of Figure 2 shows our proposed model, which uses
the T5 model, a large pre-trained language model designed for text
generation, namely T5MI. We leverage Multi-Task Learning with a

Table 1: Pipeline components used for each run

Run QR Retrieval QE & DE Re-ranker & Reader
official runs

uogTr-MT provided manually
rewritten utterances

DPH & TCT-ColBERT Bo1 + doc2query monoQA

uogTr-AT raw utterances+
full context

DPH & TCT-ColBERT Bo1 + doc2query monoQA

uogTr-MI-HB raw utterances+
output from the sub-task

DPH & TCT-ColBERT Bo1+ doc2query monoQA

text generation model to effectively address the tasks of clarification
need classification and clarifying question generation. Our T5MI
model aims to identifywhether a user utterance requires a clarifying
question and, accordingly, generates a clarifying question using the
rewritten question from the query rewriting model.

3.2 Question Selection
As shown in the bottom part of Figure 2, we use a Generalizable
T5-based dense Retriever (GTR) model [11] to retrieve the clarifying
questions from the questions pool provided by the organisers. By
doing this, we use the provided checkpoint gtr-t5-xxl, without
further fine-tuning.

3.3 Question Ranking
To rank the clarifying questions obtained from both the T5MI and
the GTR models, we score them using a T5 model, denoted as
T5Ranking, trained on the ClariQ [1] dataset for pointwise question
classification, as illustrated in the right part of Figure 2. Once the
ranking of questions was submitted to TREC, for each turn, the
organisers collected user feedback for the top-one question from
the question ranking. We then use the provided feedback for each
clarifying question as the context for rewriting the raw utterance.

4 RUNS
In this section, we describe our submitted run for theMixed-Initiative
sub-task in Section 4.1. The details of our submitted runs for the
Conversational Search task are provided in Section 4.2.

4.1 Mixed-Initiative Sub-task
Official Runs

• uogTr-MI: Applies the T5 query rewriting (T5QR) model
using the full context of the provided canonical responses
and all historical utterances to rewrite the current utterance.
Next, the rewritten utterance is used as input for the MTL
T5MI model to identify whether the utterance needs to ask
a clarifying question, as well as to generate clarifying ques-
tions. In addition, to retrieve the clarifying question from
the provided question pool, we adopt a GTR dense retrieval
for indexing and retrieving the relevant questions. Finally,
we combine the generated and retrieved clarifying questions
and rank them using the T5Ranking model.

Provided Baselines
For comparison with our results in the mixed-initiative sub-task,
we include the results of the baseline methods provided by the track
organisers [14], namely:
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Table 2: Results on the TREC Conversational Assistance Track 2022 Mixed-Initiative sub-task. The best performing run for
each measure is emphasised.

Approach Relevance@1 Novelty@1 Diversity@1
generation baselines

GPT-3 Raw 0.433 0.263 0.356
GPT-3 Rewrite 0.454 0.346 0.371
GPT-3 Full 0.119 0.073 0.082
T5 Raw 0.232 0.166 0.185
T5 Rewrite 0.320 0.229 0.210

selection baselines
BM25 0.345 0.293 0.307
miniLM-BERT 0.371 0.317 0.395

hybrid of generation and selection
uogTr-MI 0.567 0.494 0.369

Generation: The generation baseline runs use GPT3 and T5 with
different types of input to generate questions. The T5 model was
finetuned on the ClariQ dataset:

• GPT-3 Raw: Uses the raw user utterance at each turn as input
to GPT3.

• GPT-3 Rewrite: Uses the automatic rewrite as input to GPT3.
• GPT-3 Full: Uses the full conversation history (user utter-
ances and system responses) as input to GPT-3.

• T5 Raw: Uses the raw user utterance as input to T5.
• T5 Rewrite: Uses the automatic rewrite as input to T5.

Selection: The selection baseline runs rank questions from the
question pool:

• BM25: Ranks questions using BM25 with the automatic
rewrite of the current turn query.

• miniLM-BERT: Generates a candidate pool of questions us-
ing the all-MiniLM-L6-v2model [18] from Sentence Trans-
formers, then reranks them using a BERT model trained on
the ClariQ dataset for pointwise question classification.

4.2 Conversational Search Task
We submitted 3 runs to the Conversation Search task. Table 1 de-
scribes the features we used in each of our runs.
Official Runs

• uogTr-MT: Produces a run using the manually rewritten
utterances provided by the track organisers.

• uogTr-AT: Applies a T5 rewriting query model using the
full text of the provided canonical responses and all historical
utterances to rewrite the current utterance.

• uogTr-MI-HB: Applies a T5 rewriting query model using
the output from the mixed-initiative sub-task as the context
and all historical utterances to rewrite the current utterance.

Provided Baselines
For comparison with our runs’ results, we include the results of the
baseline methods provided by the track organisers [14], namely:

• BM25_T5_BART_automatic: An automatic baseline run
that has been provided by the organisers. The top 1000 pas-
sages were retrieved and re-ranked using BM25 and a T5-re-
ranker using each turn’s automatic rewrite. To generate the

response answer, this baseline system used a BART model to
summarise the top three passages from the retrieval stage.

• BM25_T5_BART_manual: A manual baseline run that has
been provided by the organisers. The top 1000 documents
were retrieved and re-ranked using BM25 and a T5-re-ranker
using each turn’s manual rewrite. To generate the response
answer, this baseline system used a BART model to sum-
marise the top three passages from the retrieval stage.

5 RESULTS
We first report our evaluation results for the Mixed-Initiative sub-
task in Section 5.1. The evaluation results for the Conversation
Search task are provided in Section 5.2.

5.1 Mixed-Initiative Sub-task Results
Table 2 shows the obtained effectiveness results for our submitted
runs and the baseline runs provided by the track organisers in
terms of P@1. All evaluation metrics are calculated using the official
qrels. Following the guidelines provided by the organisers [14], the
performance evaluation is conducted using the P@1 metric (with a
threshold of 2), taking the average across 205 users’ utterances. This
evaluation is based on three criteria: Relevance@1, Novelty@1, and
Diversity@1. Diversity measures the number of options provided
in the question. Novelty evaluates whether the question adds new
information to the conversation. Relevance assesses whether the
question logically flows from previous utterances.

From the table, we observe that our run, namely uogTr-MI,
achieves the highest performance compared to both the generation
and selection baselines on Relevance@1 and Novelty@1. How-
ever, the highest performance for Diversity@1 is achieved by the
baseline miniLM-BERT. Furthermore, we use the T5QR model (see
Section 2.1) to reformulate the current utterance by using clarifying
questions from our uogTr-MI run and the user feedback provided by
the organisers. This rewritten utterance is then processed through
the retrieval pipeline, as outlined in Sections 2.3–2.4, and submitted
as the run named uogTr-MI-HB. We present the performance of
uog-TR-MI-HB in the next section.
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Table 3: Results on the TREC Conversational Assistance Track 2022 Conversational Search task. The best performing run for
each measure is emphasised.

Measure TREC Per-Topic Baseline Official Runs
Min Median Max automatic manual uogTr-AT uogTr-MI-HB uogTr-MT

Lenient
MAP 0.0180 0.1768 0.4397 0.1628 0.2377 0.1448 0.1679 0.3391
NDCG@20 0.0356 0.3203 0.6674 0.3048 0.4333 0.2993 0.3105 0.4950

Strict
MAP 0.0128 0.1479 0.4265 0.1498 0.2309 0.1343 0.1700 0.2489
NDCG@20 0.0356 0.3204 0.6674 0.3048 0.4333 0.2993 0.3143 0.4639

5.2 Conversational Search task Results
Table 3 presents the obtained effectiveness results of all our runs
in comparison to the provided baselines. The table also shows the
TREC per-topic best and median scores across all participating
systems, in terms of NDCG@20 and MAP@1000. This year, a run
can be evaluated under two relevance thresholds, lenient: where
passages at least slightly meet the need of the request at that turn
(relevance level 1); and strict, where passages must at least "moder-
ately meet" the need (relevance level 2). Table 3 (top-half) shows
the results of the lenient evaluation, whereas Table 3 (bottom-half)
shows the results of the strict evaluation.

Firstly, we analyse the performance of the automatic runs. The re-
sults from the table indicate that uogTr-MI-HB outperforms uogTr-
AT and BM25_T5_BART_automatic on all measures and under both
the lenient and strict evaluation criteria. This is due to the use of the
output from the mixed-initiative sub-task as context to rewrite raw
utterances. However, our automatic submitted runs (uogTr-MI and
uogTr-AT) perform lower than the TREC median. From the table,
we also observe that our uogTr-AT run has a lower performance
compared to the results of the baseline BM25_T5_BART_automatic.
On closer inspection, we observe that the query rewriting model in
the baseline uses only the last three (at most) canonical responses
as the context while our run uses all of the historical canonical
responses. Hence, this might explain the reduced rewriting effec-
tiveness we experienced.

Finally, we analyse the performance of the manual runs. Accord-
ing to the table, our manual run, namely uogTr-MT, outperforms
the provided baseline, namely BM25_T5_BART_manual, on all mea-
sures and all evaluation criteria (lenient and strict). Moreover, our
submitted manual run (uogTr-MT) performs better than the TREC
median.

6 CONCLUSIONS
Overall, our participation in the TREC Conversational Assistance
track has been valuable in increasing our understanding of effec-
tively leveraging the Multi-Task Learning (MTL) methods to ad-
dress the Conversational task. We found that our most effective run
uogTr-MT using our MTL monoQA model outperform the TREC
median on all measures and all evaluation criteria. Moreover, for
the mixed-initiative sub-task, our uogTr-MI run – which uses our
MTL T5MI model – outperform all of the baselines provided by the
organisers on all measures. For future work, we plan to incorpo-
rate the query rewriting, retrieval, and reader (answer extractor)

components into a single language model for improved efficiency
and for simplifying the stages of the pipeline.
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